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Over the past year, 1.3M social media interactions were captured in Pasadena’s Zencity
dashboard (January 1 - November 7)*.
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2021 about assorted violent incidents. A story about a 10-year-old boy

who was shot and wounded while playing in the front yard featured

prominently.
Posts concerning the Fire Department comprised 16% of the discourse and
attracted supportive attention to the department. Posts focused on
highlighting firefighting activities, as well as celebrating department
milestones such as promotions, retirements, and celebrities’ visits.
Stories about Police accounted for 14% of the Public Safety discourse and
chiefly focused on Anthony McClain, a man shot in an officer-involved
shooting. Multiple posts demanding “justice for Anthony McClain” tagged the
Pasadena Police Department's pages online.
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Entertainment venues drove 42% of conversations and focused on sporting
events at the Rose Bowl. The Jurassic Park Quest was also prominent in the
discourse.
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Violence and Crime drove 53% of conversations within the topic, led by stories about
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Posts concerning the Fire Department comprised 16% of the discourse and attracted
supportive attention to the department. Posts focused on highlighting firefighting
activities, as well as celebrating department milestones such as promotions,
retirements, and celebrities’ visits.

